The energy dependence of CO(v,J) produced from H2CO via the transition state, roaming, and triple fragmentation channels.
The dynamics of CO production from photolysis of H2CO have been explored over a 8000 cm-1 energy range (345 nm-266 nm). Two-dimensional ion imaging, which simultaneously measures the speed and angular momentum distribution of a photofragment, was used to characterise the distribution of rotational and translational energy and to quantify the branching fraction of roaming, transition state (TS), and triple fragmentation (3F) pathways. The rotational distribution for the TS channel broadens significantly with increasing energy, while the distribution is relatively constant for the roaming channel. The branching fraction from roaming is also relatively constant at 20% of the observed CO. Above the 3F threshold, roaming decreases in favour of triple fragmentation. Combining the present data with our previous study on the H-atom branching fractions and published quantum yields for radical and molecular channels, absolute quantum yields were determined for all five dissociation channels for the entire S1←S0 absorption band, covering almost 8000 cm-1 of excitation energy. The S0 radical and TS molecular channels are the most important over this energy range. The absolute quantum yield of roaming is fairly constant ∼5% at all energies. The T1 radical channel is important (20%-40%) between 1500 and 4000 cm-1 above the H + HCO threshold, but becomes unimportant at higher energy. Triple fragmentation increases rapidly above its threshold reaching a maximum of 5% of the total product yield at the highest energy.